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The boundary between two crystal grains can decompose into arrays of facets with distinct crystallographic character. Faceting occurs to minimize the system’s free energy, i.e., when the total interfacial
energy of all facets is below that of the topologically shortest interface plane. In a model Al-Zn-Mg-Cu
alloy, we show that faceting occurs at investigated grain boundaries and that the local chemistry is strongly
correlated with the facet character. The self-consistent coevolution of facet structure and chemistry leads to
the formation of periodic segregation patterns of 5–10 nm, or to preferential precipitation. This study shows
that segregation-faceting interplay is not limited to bicrystals but exists in bulk engineering Al alloys and
hence affects their performance.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.106102

Grain boundaries (GBs) are regions connecting adjacent
crystals with different crystallographic orientations. GBs are
a type of lattice imperfection [1,2], with their own structure
and composition, and as such impact a material’s mechanical
and functional properties [3]. Structural motifs and phases
formed at chemically decorated GBs can be of a transient
nature [4–7] or are local thermodynamic structural-chemical
equilibrium states [8–11]. General GBs exhibit a wide range
of local crystallographic structure and facet motifs. In-plane
GB structural motifs arise naturally from topological and
bonding constraints associated with the adjacent crystals.
An initially flat GB can decompose into a series of
sequentially arranged facets, driven by the reduction in
total interfacial energy. This counterintuitive transition,
where the total length of the faceted interface exceeds that
of the shortest interface, originates from the interplay
between the interfacial energy of individual facets and their
crystallographic character. Altogether, the longer interface
can be of overall lower free energy [12–15].
GBs often see the segregation of solutes or impurities,
driven by a reduction of the interfacial energy according to the
Gibbs adsorption isotherm, and are favorable sites for
heterogeneous nucleation of precipitates. These can form
during quenching [16] or during natural or artificial aging in
Al alloys [17,18]. Diffusion, segregation, and precipitation are
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intimately related to the local GB structure, which can result in
strain localization, intergranular fracture, and corrosion [19].
The interaction between GB composition and structure was
mostly studied on well-defined bicrystals at microscopic
[5,14,20–22] and atomic scales [11,12,23,24]. However, such
model samples can be far from representative when compared
to bulk materials processed via conventional routes.
Here, we reveal the interplay between composition
and structure at GBs in an engineering material by
using aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), atom probe tomography (APT) and
atomistic simulations. Near Σ5, Σ11, and Σ13a coincidentsite lattice boundaries were studied in a coarse-grained
Al-6.22%Zn-2.46%Mg-2.13%Cu alloy (wt. %). These
boundaries were selected because specimens for highresolution STEM require that both grains are along a
common low-index zone axis to image individual atomic
columns. The cast material was homogenized, hot rolled,
and then solution heat treated at 475 °C, followed by water
quenching. Details are in the Supplemental Material [25].
The investigated GBs decompose into facets ranging in
length from micrometers down to only a few nanometers.
A distinct segregation and precipitation behavior is
observed on the different facets. Our findings are of interest
primarily for two reasons: first, little is known about the
interplay of GB chemistry and faceting in general and in
particular in engineering Al alloys; second, segregation
and precipitation on specific GB facets influence strain
localization, damage initiation and corrosion, and thereby
materials’ macroscopic properties.
The first investigated GB was a near Σ11 GB from the
as-quenched Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy. APT and STEM results
are presented in Fig. 1. The GB, aligned edge-on, is
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FIG. 1. (a) Atom map of Mg of a Σ11 GB in the as-quenched state along with the isocomposition surfaces and the projected density
map of Mg and Zn within the GB plane (region indicated by the red line); (b) Corresponding composition profile along the arrow in (a);
(c) BF STEM image of a Σ11 h011i GB, which contains nanometer-sized facets (with inset atomic model) showing the atomic structure
of the two GB facets; (d) Dilute segregation energy distributions for Mg at f111g and f200g planes of Σ11 boundaries.

highlighted in the APT analysis in Fig. 1(a). It is already
substantially enriched with solutes by the end of the
quench. Figure 1(a) also shows a plane-view projection
of the GB. The isocomposition surfaces of 4 at. % Mg þ Zn
and the two-dimensional density map show that Mg and Zn
follow periodic segregation patterns across the GB plane,
with a period of 6–10 nm. The corresponding longitudinal
composition profile is shown in Fig. 1(b), with the error
bars representing the standard deviation of the counting
statistics in each bin (2σ). It reveals a periodic distribution
of Mg and Zn. A Σ13a GB shows a similar periodic
segregation behavior with a ∼5 nm period (Supplemental
Material, Fig. 1 [25]).
Figure 1(c) shows evidence of faceting at a Σ11 GB in
the same sample, viewed by a bright field (BF) STEM close
to a h011i zone axis of the two grains. The average GB
plane is close to f811g determined from the upper grain.
Being from a bulk alloy, both grains cannot be perfectly in
zone, preventing the observation of atomic-scale motifs.
Despite this limitation, two types of facets are identified:
longer f200g facets of approximately 4 nm, and shorter
f111g facets of approximately 0.5–1 nm. Alternating
f200g and f111g type facets with a length ratio of ∼5
coexist along the GB.
To better understand the interplay of the anisotropic
segregation and the structural faceting of the GB, we
performed computational simulations of Mg segregation
energies to f200g and f111g facets of a similar Σ11
boundary. We used the Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular
Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [28] with the AlMg embedded atom method potential found in Ref. [29].
We calculated the distribution of dilute segregation energies
using the large-cluster methodology outlined in Ref. [24],
which allows us to account for the misorientation observed

experimentally. Because of the weak interaction of Mg and
vacancies [46,47], we do not expect nonequilibrium enrichment to play a significant role for Mg.
Both facets of this Σ11 GB have a variety of sites that
are potential energy wells for Mg atoms to sit in (i.e.,
segregation energies <0). Figure 1(d) reveals that the
f111g boundary has a larger number of deeply attractive
sites than the f200g boundary. Applying the LangmuirMcLean segregation isotherm to this distribution of segregation energies [32,48], our simulations predict that
the f111g facet will experience roughly double the Mg
enrichment at room temperature compared to the f200g
facet—6.6 and 3.2 Mg atoms=nm2 , respectively, under the
approximation of noninteracting solutes. This segregation
reduces the GB interfacial energy [49]. While the magnitude of reduction is calculated to be three times as strong
for the f111g facet as the f200g, the total interfacial energy
of the f200g remains lower (cf. Supplemental Material for
numerical details [25]). The fine, periodic structuring of the
boundary facets revealed by BF STEM can explain the
periodic segregation observed by APT. Taken together with
computational results showing facet-dependent drivers for
segregation, these results suggest that the facet structure
evolves self-consistently with solute segregation to minimize the overall free energy.
The cosegregation of Mg and Zn to GBs in Al-Zn-Mg(Cu) alloys is frequently observed experimentally. These
elements possess a strong tendency to precipitate as Mg-Zn
rich phase during aging [17], indicating an attractive
interaction between Mg and Zn. While we are unaware
of a ternary Al-Zn-Mg empirical potential, two studies
[50,51] used density functional theory to study the same
symmetric f120g boundary. Our calculations show that Mg
has a strong preference (−0.30 eV) to bind to the planar site
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FIG. 2. (a) HAADF STEM image of a Σ5 GB in the as-quenched alloy; (b) EDS maps of the faceted GB showing Mg-Cu enriched
precipitates; (c) HAADF STEM image of the precipitate highlighted by blue rectangle in (a), with inset the corresponding Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) pattern.

of this GB, while the density functional theory studies
reported that Zn binds most strongly (approximately
−0.19 eV) to the nonplanar site closest to the plane. Not
only do these solutes not compete for a preferred site, but
since Mg and Zn prefer the expansive and compressive
sites, respectively, the cosegregation observed experimentally may be explained by strain arguments.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the Σ5 GB in the as-quenched
material characterized by Z-contrast high-angle annular
dark-field images (HAADF) STEM performed along the
common tilt h001iAl zone axis. The average boundary
plane is vicinal to the f180g plane identified from the upper
right grain. Here again, the GB contains two sets of
alternating facets along the entire length, with each type
highlighted by a colored line. The orange segments are
symmetric f120g facets, and the green segments are
asymmetric f130g plane. The average ratio of the f130g

facet lengths to the f120g facet lengths is about 1.2.
Figure 2(b) shows the energy dispersive spectroscopy
analysis from the faceted Σ5 GB. At this scale, we do
not observe segregation at the f130g facets, while the
f120g facets bear roughly 300 nm lathlike precipitates
enriched with Mg and Cu. The HAADF STEM image in
Fig. 2(c) reveals that the precipitate has an orthorhombic
structure, which matches the S phase (Al2 CuMg). It has an
orientation relationship of h100is ==h100iAl , and an interface of f001gS ==f120gAl [52].
We performed complementary APT analyses on the
same Σ5 GB on another location, shown in Fig. 3. APT
crystallography analysis [53] (Supplemental Material,
Figs. 2 and 3 [25]) confirms that these results are consistent
with our STEM observations. Two lathlike S phases
enriched in Mg and Cu are visible in Fig. 3(a), highlighted
by isocomposition surfaces delineating regions containing

FIG. 3. APT analysis of the same Σ5 GB with the STEM analysis: (a) Atom maps of all elements; (b) Corresponding composition
profile across the precipitate calculated along the red arrow; (c) Corresponding composition profile across the region between two
precipitates calculated along the purple arrow.
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FIG. 4. VC SGC and MC-MD results for precipitate formation at f120g and f130g boundaries at 25 °C. Results are shown in an h001i
projection and colored according to Mg concentration. Snapshots are shown from three points in time for each boundary. Red and yellow
ovals are discussed in the text.

more than 10 at. % Mg. A composition profile across the
larger precipitate [Fig. 3(b)] shows average compositions
of 52 at. % Al, 23 at. % Mg, 18 at. % Cu and 7 at. % Zn
within the precipitate. This agrees with the stoichiometry of
the S phase (Al2 CuMg) [54]. It is most likely that the 7
at. % Zn substitutes to Cu sites, as Cu and Zn are both
undersized, and the combined compositions of Cu (18
at. %) and Zn (7 at. %) equals 25 at. %, as expected for the
Al2 MgðCu=ZnÞ stoichiometry.
At this more detailed scale, we also observe Zn, Mg, and
Cu enrichments along the f130g facet that connects the two
precipitates and the corresponding composition profile is
plotted in Fig. 3(c). The average compositions in the
enriched region are 3.1 at. % Zn, 3.1 at. % Mg, and 0.4
at. % Cu, which are enrichment factors of two in Zn and Mg
and of three in Cu compared to the abutting bulk.
Both the f120g and f130g facets of this GB are
thermodynamically favorable locations for Zn, Mg, and
Cu segregation and even heterogeneous precipitation of the
S phase on the f120g planes. Differential scanning calorimetry (Supplemental Material, Fig. 4 [25]) suggests that
the observed S phase formed during cooling from the
solutionizing temperature of 475 °C. Previous research on
highly concentrated Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys showed that the S
phase can form on GBs during quenching, and the
precipitated volume increases with decreasing cooling rates
[55–58]. Previous studies in Al-Cu-Mg alloys show that the
S phase forms laths on the f120gAl planes, as its atomic
arrangement in the f001g planes is identical to that on the
f120gAl planes [52,59]. Hence, it is reasonable to consider
that the S phase preferentially nucleates at f120g facets
within the Σ5 GBs, which ensures good coherency and low
free energy of interfaces.

We then considered finite concentrations of solutes,
i.e., beyond dilute segregation energies. We examined
the formation of a Mg-rich phase near the symmetric
f120g and f130g 36.87° h001i Σ5 GBs by using the
variance-constrained semi-grand-canonical (VC SGC)
approach [37]. These coupled Monte Carlo–molecular
dynamics (MC-MD) simulations were recently employed
to study phase formation at dislocations in an Fe-based
alloy [60]. At room temperature, the f120g boundary has
undergone a GB-phase transformation, similar to the
transition observed by Frolov et al. [42], and we use
this state as the starting point for further calculations
(cf. Supplemental Material for details [25]). Figure 4
shows the evolution of both systems as a function of
increasing MD time and MC steps, colored according to the
columnar concentration of Mg along the misorientation
axis (each column contains nine atoms). Both GBs experience various stages of segregation, from the initial
decoration of the GB and adjacent planes, to the formation
of Al3 Mg, the preferred precipitate for this Al-Mg empirical potential.
Figure 4 reveals important differences between the
formation of Al3 Mg on the f120g and f130g planes. At
the early stages, the f130g system already shows hints of
forming precipitates (circled red), opposite to the f120g.
During growth, the f130g system retains Al double-layer
defects (circled yellow), even after 10 ns and numerous
thousands of MC swaps. In contrast, the precipitate is
undefected and coherent with the segregated f120g plane.
To understand why this difference, we implemented a
computational protocol using pyiron [30], which progressively includes new Mg atoms at the most energetically
favorable site in our periodic computational domain
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FIG. 5. Snapshots of Mg (large blue) segregation to the ideal Σ5
symmetric: (a) f120g and (b) f130g boundaries in Al (small
gray). Yellow squares indicate domains with an Al3 Mg stoichiometry and similarly the red trapezoid indicates Al5 Mg. The
black lines show periodic boundaries of the simulation domain
(not all of which is shown).

(cf. Supplemental Material [25]). After the addition of
many Mg atoms, in Fig. 5, the f120g energy landscape
encourages the coherent growth of Al3 Mg. To maintain a
second-nearest-neighbor relationship between atoms segregated to the GB plane and additional atoms, the segregation at the f130g GB encourages the formation of Al5 Mg
exhibiting the Al-double layers seen in Fig. 4. Only farther
from the f130g GB plane are new Mg atoms in the
preferred Al3 Mg configuration.
This model is simplified compared to the formation of
the S phase, which would require a quaternary Al-Zn-MgCu potential. Nonetheless, our calculations demonstrated
the influence of GB geometry in the formation and growth
of precipitates. In this case, the underlying 0 K energetic
preference of the f130g boundary for a structure with Al
double layers persists even at elevated temperatures,
perturbing the formation of Al3 Mg. Similarly, we suggest
that the geometry and segregation pattern of the f120g
boundary forms a preferable “epitaxial substrate” for
growing the S phase compared to other boundaries.
We demonstrate that GBs in an engineering Al alloy can be
composed of solute or precipitate-rich and solute or precipitate-depleted facets. The simulations show that the periodic
segregation and preferential precipitation have a strong
dependence on the GB planes. Hsieh and Balluffi observed
that the Σ3 and Σ11 GBs dissociate into a series of facets
along lower energy planes in pure-Al bicrystals assisted by
thermally induced fluctuations [5]. However, segregation can
also reduce the interfacial energy and promote anisotropy
and faceting as segregated solutes influence GB stress due to
the misfit between solutes and solvent. Previous studies have
shown that segregation of Bi causes GB faceting in Cu
[61–65]. Direct atomic-resolution STEM investigation also
demonstrates that the segregation of Ag induces nanofaceting transition in a Cu bicrystal [11]. In light of our findings,
the faceting and segregation likely take place during the
homogenization of the alloy and these two energy-reduction
mechanisms are strongly coupled [9,66].

The observed Σ5 GB composes of f120g and f130g
type low-energy planes and the Σ11 GB contains f200g
and f111g type low-index facets. The periodic segregation
results from preferential segregation to particular facets,
which themselves develop to minimize their interfacial
energy by dissociating into a series of low-energy
facets—including segregation effects. The asymmetric
segregation strongly changes the excess volume and stress
of GBs, which promotes stronger anisotropy and consequently affects the interaction between the different facets
and controls the shape and size of the faceted GBs. In such
a precipitation-hardened alloy, we further expect that the
details of segregation will influence the formation of
precipitates in the localized segregated region, as exemplified with the observation of the S phase.
To conclude, in an engineering Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy, we
investigated in detail the structure and composition of a Σ5
and a Σ11, as well as a Σ13a GB only by APT. We showed
evidence of a complex interplay between solute segregation
and faceting of the GBs. Although the character of
individual GB is often overlooked in the segregation study
in engineering Al alloys, our study enriches the current
understanding of the chemical-structural interactions. The
solute segregation and heterogeneous precipitation at GBs
have an impact on the corrosion properties of Al alloys
[19,67]. Within the same GB, the facets coupled with the
anisotropic segregation and precipitation behavior will
significantly influence the GB cohesion, intergranular
fracture, and corrosion resistance of engineering Al alloys.
Better predictions for the temporal evolution of the alloy’s
microstructure during aging and in service will require
knowledge of the solute distribution within the microstructure, particularly at GBs.
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